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Abstract. The geography of a modern Eliza provides an illusion of natural lan-
guage understanding. However, this is seen in very few of the hundred-plus pro-
grammes entered into Chatterbox Challenge 2005 (CBC 2005), a competition for
artificial intelligence based on Turing’s measure for intelligence through textual
dialogue. The author’s experience as one of the Judges in CBC 2005 has found
that though not ’bathed in language experience’ like their human counterparts, ar-
tificial conversational entities (ACE) are able to maintain lengthy conversations.
Eliza’s descendants respond at times humorously and with some knowledge but
they lack metaphor use, the very feature of everyday human discourse. They find
success as virtual assistants in single topic e-domains. But understanding remains
in the head of the human user. Until metaphor design is included, ACE will re-
main as machine-like as Weizenbaum’s original.

1 Introduction

Forty years ago the geography of an artificial conversational entity - ACE [1] became
visible through Weizenbaum’s Eliza [2]. This first pre-Internet ACE emerged as the
blueprint for text-based natural language interaction between human and machine, just
16 years after Turing posited textual dialogue as a measure for machine intelligence [3].
Today’s ACE incorporate techniques such as case-based reasoning to extract context
and to disambiguate input. They include thousands of input/response pairs, compared
to Eliza’s 200. This affords lengthy dialogues, but essentially they are modern Elizas:
keyword spotting, pattern matching programmes.

This paper considers modern Eliza’s participating in Chatterbox Challenge 2005 -
CBC [4], the alternative to Loebner’s contest for artificial intelligence [5], an instantia-
tion of Turing’s Imitation Game. The latter test is described as ”a sufficient subjective
measure for artificial intelligence” [6]. In contrast to Loebner’s competition, which has
featured four machines in each of its final phase in 2004 and 2005, CBC hosts over
a hundred programmes defined as two types: regular or learning. All ACE compete
in various categories including most popular, best learning, most knowledgeable, best
personality, best interface and best overall, or most human-like in conversation.

The author presents their experience as one of the judges considering 104 ACE
entered into CBC 2005. An illusion of natural language understanding (NLU) presented
itself in some of the better ones, albeit from a subjective perspective. An outstandingly
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absent element from ACE dialogue was metaphor use: ”a pervasive feature in every day
mundane language - conversation, newspaper articles, popular science writing” [7].

The author posits that there are wide uses for these programmes in limited e-domains.
For example, IKEA’s Internet country sites host an avatar ’Anna’ as a virtual customer
service agent. Anna provides an alternative to key-word search for IKEA products. But
until metaphor design is inculcated into these programmes only a brief display of NLU
will be accepted, they will never succeed in the Turing Test proper. The next section
describes the first, third and final stages of CBC 2005 in whichthe author was involved.
Other phases of the competition, ’most popular’, ’most capable’ ’best learning’ and
’best interface’ were open to the public - Internet users fortheir verdict and then assim-
ilated in the final category awards.

2 Chatterbox Challenge 2005

The preliminary round of CBC 2005 involved two phases: two separate groups of ACE
were each asked 10 questions during conversation. The questions were pre-chosen by
the organisers of the competition. The author’s task as one of the Judges involved scor-
ing ACE responses according to competition rules.

2.1 Competition Score Guidelines

The first phase involved ’personality forge’ or regular programmes and ’remaining’ or
learning ACE. The Judges’ task was to score each ACE responseto the questions asked,
according to a predefined scoring system. The score guidelines are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. CBC 2005 Score Guidelines.

PointsGuidelines
4 If the Bot answered the question correctly and did so in a creative way
3 If the Bot gave an appropriate response to the question
2 If the response is incomplete or imperfect, but in relation with the question asked
1 For a vague or non-committal response
0 If the response has no relation with the question or the bot simply doesn’t know.

Examples include .. I have no idea, totally clueless, your guess is as goodas mine, etc.

2.2 First Phase: Personality Forge ACE

Personality forge ACE share underlying technique but theirpersonalities are designed
by different ’bot authors’. Personality Forge questions were as follows:

1. What is my name?
2. How are you feeling?
3. Do you own any pets?
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4. What day of the week is this?
5. Do you like me?
6. a) What is your favorite color? b) Why?
7. Can you tell me a funny joke?
8. What is your least favorite vegetable?
9. What is five minus four?

10. Who is Benji Adams?

The first question was aimed at whether the ACE could ’remember’ the name of its
conversational partner, once they had introduced themselves -Hello my name is Judge at
the beginning of the conversation. Example of varied responses from some personality
ACE to questions such as ”what is my name?” are shown in Table 2, with corresponding
scores.

Table 2. Responses.

ACE Question Response Score
Aries What is my name? What do you mean by that? 4

Do you think I’m incredibly stupid or something?
You’re Judge of course

Cricon What is my name? Oh, I know you 0
know what ’my name’ means!

Duo Maxwell What is my name? As far as I know 2
you’re Guest251

Desti How are you feeling? It’s been a tough day 4
but I’m feeling better

Pete Puma How are you feeling? What’s your favourite comic strip 0
Fizzy SchizoidHow are you feeling? I am as spiffy as a spaceman 3
Elke Do you own any pets?I like having pets.. 4

they’re fun... the fluffier the better
Hajji Do you own any pets?Why do you care. 0

Have you been under a lot of stress lately?
God Louise What day of the week?Today is Wednesday 4
Osiris Do you like me Yes. You are so cool, dude 4
Little Mu What is your favouriteI never met a colour I didn’t like 2

colour? Why? Hell if I know!

2.3 First Phase: Remainder ACE

This collection of ACE included Loebner bronze-prize winners for most human-like
machine, such as thrice holder A.L.I.C.E. [8] in 2000, 2001 and 2004, Jabberwock [9]
in 2003 and the 2005 winner Jabberwacky [10]. The set of ten questions asked of the
remainder ACE were as follows:

1. Where is Earth?
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2. How many stars are there?
3. Who is George Bush?
4. What color do you get when you mix red and yellow?
5. How many fingers does a human have?
6. Where were you born?
7. When does sunset occur?
8. What were we talking about?
9. How many is 1,000,000?

10. What is a cigar made out of?

A sample of responses to question 1 - ”where is earth?” from some of the ACE in
this phase are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Remainder ACE Responses.

ACE Question Response Score
ALICE Where is earth?it is the third planet from the Sun 4
Ariel Where is earth?The first one I can think of is in Texas 0
Jabberwock Where is earth?Uhm, are you going to travel to earth? 2

I have heard it’s very drizzly and freezing there at the
moment

HAL Where is earth?I don’t know where earth is , ok? 3
AIBOT Where is earth?Earth is behind the closest bush. 1
JabberwackyWhere is earth?Hell if I should (know) now is that where you live? 0

2.4 Best Character and Most Knowledgeable Phase

Best character/personality phase featured the first conversational part of CBC 2005.
Measure of best character and most knowledgeable is subjective. The author consid-
ered humorous responses at an appropriate juncture from theACE, along with knowl-
edge about current affairs, ability to engage in idle gossipincluding discussions of the
weather, as a means to decide the top five in this category. Whenquestioned ”what as-
trological star sign are you?” one ACE responded with ”Taurus, that’s why I am full of
bull” (God Louise, CBC). Further, when asked, ”are you married?” taking on the per-
sonality of deity, this ACE answered, ”who would I marry?” Most knowledgeable phase
consisted of a different set of ten-questions, again grading according to the responses
given, using the competition’s score system (see Table 1).

2.5 Final Phase: Conversational Ability

In this phase, ACE geography was assessed. The entire terrain of each ACE was anal-
ysed. Most important consideration was how well each ACE could maintain a flowing
conversation, whether the ACE appeared tounderstand and whether any gave an im-
pression that they were areal person. The final ten ACE differed, some are embodied
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such as A.L.I.C.E. Another, Talkbot has a cartoon robot as its character. Others, like
Jabberwock have no image.

Conversationally, a few responses were interesting but no impression of human-like
analogy making and metaphor-use was exhibited. One produced a human-like response
of ”pottering about in the garden” when discussing what to dowhen the weather is good
(Frizella, CBC).

With Jabberwacky, it gave the response ”I play in the evenings. The piano mostly”
to the question: what do you play? Jabberwacky is a ’capturedthoughts’ system, the
sum of all its interactions with human users. For further discussion on Jabberwacky see
’Constraining Random Dialogue in a Modern Eliza’ [11]. Project Zandra ACE claims
22,700 patterns with the ability for short-term learning allowing it to ”express all the
ways humans express a thought” whilst ”tracking current topic” to maintain context in
conversation (source: CBC). However, no evidence of this was supported in its dialogue.
It repeated ”By the way, who am I talking to anyway?/ what’s your name?” throughout
the conversation.

One ACE (Zero) draws a distinction by its creator: that it is designed by a computer
as a means to develop natural language processing and fuzzy logic script. Its knowledge
is said to comprise numerous logs of other people’s conversations as a means of learn-
ing [12], or ’convo-logging’ also used in other designs, such as Jabberwacky. CBC 2005
overall winner Jabberwock, which won the 2003 Loebner bronze prize for most human-
like machine, has, as its purpose, entertainment only. Juergen Pirner, Jabberwock’s cre-
ator has no pretension that the programme is intelligent or contains knowledge. How-
ever, he has used his background in journalism to produce a standard conversational
system that can discuss any topic.

3 Discussion

Chatterbox Challenge, as a competition to test artificial conversational systems, is merely
a culture-specific assessment of how ACE are fairing againsteach other. Not only the
question phase, but the conversational phase too, in an attempt to gauge human-like
qualities from each ACE puts them at a disadvantage. For example, what if they were
judged by asking:if human, what type of human did you feel you were talking to, for
instance a normal human or one with a linguistic or psychological impairment?

Fundamentally, ACE designers tackle their system creationwith an idea of imitating
what they think a human would say, along the lines that Turing advocated in his 1950 pa-
per. Some, such as Carpenter’s Jabberwacky, log all dialogues:convo-logging. Accord-
ing to Carpenter, this is not just regurgitating human users’ utterances into other con-
versations. Jabberwacky claimslearning through interaction. Others, such as A.L.I.C.E.
are modern Elizas, occasionally generating utterances that appear clever, at other times
meaningless and random. Most ACE were lacking in the human trait of sharing personal
information, revealing emotions. An important feature missing from all ACE, a prob-
lem that may be deemed too hard to solve by designers, is metaphor use. Analogies,
using metaphors is an aspect of human conversation that helps to convey information
of an unshared event or experience by two or more people in a conversation. This is not
to say there are no uses for ACE.
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Differing ACE designs may serve as prudent interfaces, if the use of such systems is
limited to single topic specification such as in e-commerce or e-education. However, to
win the Turing Test proper, or to advance the science of NLU inartificial conversational
systems, a more robust attitude combining current ACE technologies with ideas from
mathematics, neural networks, usage-based natural language learning, philosophy and
more, will require teams rather than single individuals.

Chatterbox Challenge entrants remain rudimentary in appearance; they are no more
than modern Elizas despite the variety of geography in theirdesign. Most maintain the
keyword-spotting paradigm, shifting the emphasis for any understanding to be done
inside the head of the human user.

4 Conclusion

Chatterbox Challenge allows us to see the current state of play in differing techniques
in ACE design, and why even the better ones are no more than modern Elizas. They
provide a mere illusion of natural language understanding rather than ’real’ understand-
ing. The paper’s position is that it is now an appropriate time for designers to inculcate
artificial intelligence research in metaphor and metonymy.This could facilitate real
learning through human-machine interaction and improve systems beyond single topic
specialisms to win the Turing Test proper and thus be deemed intelligent.
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